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HOD's Foreword

“The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others”
-   Mahatma Gandhi   -

 

Greetings from RYTHM Foundation!

I am happy to be able to share this digital Annual Report of the
Foundation with all of you who have supported all our activities
through the year. 

As you may be aware, 2021 was a year full of challenges that
undeniably had an impeding effect on our projects due to continuous
lockdowns and movement control orders that we and our beneficiaries
globally were subjected to.  The year 2020 ended on a sad note due to
the pandemic and we were hoping that we would kick start with a
healthy momentum in 2021.  Sadly, our hopes were dampened as the
pandemic continued.

Nevertheless, we stood against all odds as the adage goes; “when the
going gets tough, the tough get going”, and strategized on how ongoing
projects could continue to move by opting for alternative paths such as
using online and virtual meets for programmes to empower youth and
women and reviewing timelines for projects that have to be
fundamentally done physically. 

We also encouraged our partners to engage with beneficiaries via
active and consistent communications to sustain their morale and
determination to face the dreadful crisis. Similarly, we were in constant
communications with our partners, either troubleshooting, managing
crisis or just discussing and deliberating on moving forward positively.

 

Ms.Santhi Periasamy  
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 During the unprecedented stretch of the pandemic, the Foundation
also worked collaboratively with global partners to provide Covid Relief
assistance to communities that were in dire need of help. Aid was
rendered in many different ways ranging from assisting temporary care
centres, providing medical supplies, dry food and ration and even
providing free vaccinations. 

Apart from all of these, the Foundation spearheaded the restructuring
of SSR activities for staff.  We upheld the need for SSR and embraced
the stand that having to stay strictly contactless should not hinder us
from doing what needs to be done for the needy, disadvantaged and
under-served as we have always done. The Foundation announced a
variation to the standard SSR requirement of 16 hours by introducing
the Pandemic Fund-Raising SSR Initiative where all global offices were
required to carry out at least one fund-raising activity to provide those
who were affected by the pandemic with needs they required and the
same was done by every department in the Malaysian office. This was
indeed a feather in the cap for Qi employees.

Apart from focusing inwards on the Foundation’s projects and how
best they can be managed with the inherent constraints thrown by the
crisis the Foundation too looked far and away to bring together like-
minded people, stakeholders and collaborating partners together in a
series of two Symposiums to explore the realities brought about by the
Covid 19 catastrophe, lessons learned and recommendations for
future. Both symposiums were successful, and a position paper based
on the outcome of the discussions during the Symposium is now ready
to be presented to policymakers and stakeholders. This initiative was in
sync with the Chairperson, Datin Sri Umayal’s conviction that ‘together
we can move mountains.

Fighting every battle that stood in our way to impact communities was
draining and as we were approaching year-end, once again we were
hoping to be prepared to run the marathon in 2022 has slowed down
in 2020 and 2021, but alas we were plunged into yet another
devastating tragedy i.e. the floods. Once again, we rose to our feet and
did all that was necessary for flood victims in many locations.

In a nutshell, I would say that while the pandemic and the floods had
caused communities the loss of resources, health, family members,
peace of mind etc, in the bigger picture it invariably had carved out a
learning curve for all of us. It was a priceless opportunity to learn the
many lessons we learned which otherwise we may not have. This was
surely a strong reminder that life is never to be taken for granted for
whatever matter or reason. Apart from it, we learned that problems
pair off with solutions; what matters is how much focus is given to
finding the solutions.

Moving forward we hope to continue charting milestones with
strengthened emphasis on sustainability across all projects RF will
undertake to ensure communities are empowered and transformed. 

Last but not least, I would like to take this opportunity to thank the
Chairperson of RYTHM Foundation, Datin Sri Umayal Eswaran for her
invaluable support and guidance to us in realising the Foundation’s
vision and mission. A note of thanks to the QI Directors, Board of RF
Governance, Chiefs and HODs for their constant support for all the
Foundation’s activities. To all our colleagues in the various departments
of Qi Malaysia and global, we thank you from the bottom of our hearts
for your cooperation and understanding and we do hope to be granted
the same for the forthcoming year.

Never give up whatever the odds…never give in whatever the
temptations. There is a way…it may not be your way, but it’s

better than no way!
 -Dato Sri Vijay Eswaran -
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Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

There are 17 SDGs and 169 targets in total. RYTHM Foundation
focuses on 4 main SDGs 

 

SDG 4

QUALITY EDUCATION

Ensure inclusive and
equitable quality
education and promote
lifelong learning
opportunities for all

SDG 5

GENDER EQUALITY

Achieve gender equality
and empower all
women and girls

SDG 11

SUSTAINABLE CITIES

AND COMMUNITIES

Make cities and human
settlements inclusive,
safe, resilient and
sustainable

SDG 17

PARTNERSHIPS FOR

THE GOALS

Strengthen the means
of implementation and
revitalize the global
partnership for
sustainable
development
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About RF 
 

 Through strategic collaborations, employee
volunteerism, and community engagement,

RYTHM Foundation spearheads the Qi Group's
social impact initiatives.

 The Foundation’s mantra, RYTHM which is the
acronym for the phrase, "Raise Yourself To Help

Mankind" springs from the ideals of
empowerment, volunteerism, and resilience.

Goal Statement

Empowering lives and transforming communities

RF's Logo Story
The logo of the Foundation uses elements that speak
simply, yet evocatively, reflecting this purpose - A sapling
that breaks through the ground barrier, rising up towards
the sun, to embrace its warmth, and grow stronger. 
 
This visual narrative is a poetic representation of the
potential in each one of us, to rise above our challenges
and grow towards a brighter future. 
In every culture around the world, the colour green is
transformational - symbolising a renewal of life and is
associated with growth, hope, and harmony. Orange
represents joy, determination and change, with health and
happiness at its core. It is these colours that define the true
values of RYTHM. 
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To ensure 600 stateless and undocumented
children and youth have access to formal primary

and secondary education

600 stateless children & youths
380 teachers, PIBGs, CSOs/ RPOs &
Community leaders

Project Objective 

Beneficiary Group

DHRRA works extensively on
addressing statelessness and
uplifting  stateless persons.

Development of Human Resources in Rural Areas
(DHRAA) 

4
1000/3000
copies of

guidebook
distributed 

5
240/450

stakeholders have
support to enrol their  
children into schools  

6
120/120

stakeholders have
attended the

workshop 

389/390 children's
levy paid 

2
389/390 children

are registered with
Authorities   

389/390 children
have access to

minimum
documentation  

1

PROJECT TIMELINE: 1 May 2019-1 May 2022

Sustainable Development Goal 4

EDUCATION FOR
ALL
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To transmit values associated with sports to promote attitude-
changes
To transmit healthy behaviours through sports for youth and
young adults
To promote gender equality, including women empowerment
To gain support from the local government departments
(DISPORA)

30 male and female teacher stakeholders together
with 9,000+ male and female student beneficiaries

Project Objective 

Beneficiary Group

ASA Foundation's sports-based education
programming has reached out to

empower over 2.5 million vulnerable
people worldwide.

ASA Foundation

5
Weekly virtual

academic classes are  
held to engage the
children and youth 

A total of 9,710
youths have been

engaged in this
project 

36 trainers
have been

identified and
trained  

2
Data has been obtained
for the baseline studies

on the factual numbers.  

4
They have involved over

25,000 youth in the
programmes, and through

promotion of the video
tool to the youth across

Indonesia

1

PROJECT TIMELINE:1 May 2019-1 May 2022 

Sustainable Development Goal 4

EDUCATION FOR
ALL

6
Won the Gold

category award at
the ISDA 2021
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 To Engage-Educate-Empower Chepang and
other marginalized children and girls of
Raksirang rural municipality, Makawanpur
through education programmes for a better
future. 

Chepang & Tamang children (5-10 years)- 4 villages 
Others (Dalits/marginalized) children-4 villages
Chepang girls (11-19 years)- 4 villages
Chepang girls (20-30 years)- 4 villages
Parents of children- 4 villages
Other stakeholders (local government, community -based organizations,
School management committee, Church, Education office, NGOs, social
leaders etc.) 

 

Project Objective 

Beneficiary Group

This project will utilise the local social and
cultural institutions to engage, educate

and enact activities for their sustainable
livelihoods.

National Forum for Advocacy, Nepal (NAFAN) 

4
At least 50% of girls will

start to be clean and care
for their children

properly. 

5
At least 50% of

parents will
understand the value
of practical education

6
60% of children

will regularly
attend class at

school after three
years.

At least 99% of the
children will be enrolled

at school after two years.

2
A total of 40 parents and 30
stakeholders will be engaged

and empowered through
their involvement in project

activities.

A total 180 children and
girls from 4 villages will be
participating in the project

activities. 

1

PROJECT TIMELINE: 1 Feb 2022- 31 Dec 2022 

Sustainable Development Goal 4

EDUCATION FOR
ALL
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To use education to foster inclusion and
integration for marginalised deaf and blind
children who are mostly stigmatised and
excluded from society.

250 deaf children(Not in School) 
250 blind children(Not in School) 
500 parents of deaf and blind children not in School. 
800 deaf and blind children already in school (fighting
delinquency, truancy and improving school retention) 
10 communities

 

Project Objective 

Beneficiary Group

ANOPA believes young people should be
strengthened through sports and education

programs in developing their personality

AGORO NE OBRA PA (ANOPA)

4 5
3 swimming clubs for

deaf and blind
children have been
formed within the

Central Region of the
project site

 150 children came
forward to

express their
opinion and their
emotions through

this project

5 of the deaf
swimmers are

already volunteering
for ANOPA as

swimming instructors

2
About 70% of the deaf and
dumb children are able to

swim, play and survive in the
water 

382/500 parents &
guardians of the
participants have

attended the
sensitization seminar

1

PROJECT TIMELINE:1 May 2019-1 May 2022 

Sustainable Development Goal 4

EDUCATION FOR
ALL
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Develop a sustainable and comprehensive in-house
training programme.
Support 500 young girls and women to earn an
excellent livelihood.
Create a cadre of mentors who will inspire other rural
girls and young women to play sports and enter sports-
related professions.
Support 800 rural girls and young women over the next
three-years

800 young women (18-28) from rural Maharashtra,India

Project Objective 

Beneficiary Group

The Mann Deshi Foundation is
dedicated to the economic

empowerment for rural women.
 

MANN DESHI

4 5
50/400 have become
breadwinners of their

families 

50 beneficiaries
have opened

bank accounts for
themselves

2
800/800 participants
have enrolled  in the

training program.

1

PROJECT TIMELINE: 1st November 2018- 31st April 2021 

Sustainable Development Goal 5 

Gender Equality  

500/500 women
earned an
excellent

livelihood as civil
servants  

Training module to
empower girls is ready

to be replicated in
similiar organisations .
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To assess the community needs and resources for
improving basic literacy
To help improve the foundational literacy and
numeracy skills of women and youth 
To bridge the gaps in knowledge and awareness in
micro-entrepreneurial skills.

10,000 youth and women

Project Objective 

Beneficiary Group

The objective of the organization is to assist
the marginalized communities through

grassroots development initiatives in India.
 

Parinaama Development Foundation

2

 19 training sessions
have been conducted

across 3 states to
empower the

beneficiaries with
various skills.

1

Sustainable Development Goal 5 

Gender Equality  

At least 30% of women
who participated in the

activities have indicated a
change in attitude and

behaviours. 

734/1300
beneficiaries were

trained and are
being empowered

through the 12
training sessions 

4

10,000 women have
been part of the
capacity building

programme 

PROJECT TIMELINE: 1 May 2019 -1 May 2022 

5

Won the silver category
in the CSR times Award
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To protect and empower women in 4 Districts by
increasing their earning opportunities.
To enhance the skills of the women in 4 Districts to
enable them to face challenges in life with confidence.
To establish supportive systems within the community

840 Women in 4 districts which are Jaffna,
Kilinochchi, Colombo & Hambanthota 

Project Objective 

Beneficiary Group

Support livelihoods through entrepreneurship
development

SARVODAYA 

2
160 youths participated  

in the leadership
training.

1

Sustainable Development Goal 5 

Gender Equality  

263 youths have been
recruited for the

trainings of the skills
offered.  

Completed
collection of

information of the
youth and their

livelihood activities
in the two districts.  

PROJECT TIMELINE: May 2019–Dec 2021
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To solve urban poverty issues through a holistic and systemic
approach that will build on community unity towards a Safe,
Harmonious and Liveable Community/City.

150 youths will be given tuition  
200 youths will be trained in Futsal  
300 youths and adults are targeted to be
given Responsible Citizenship & Harmony
courses 

Project Objective 

Beneficiary Group

MYPJ aims to build a wider base of
volunteers to service the many
communities that are in need

Persatuan Penduduk Petaling Jaya (MYPJ) 

4 5
Have conducted 2

online health
awareness workshops

Specific Leadership
training was given to 10

women who are the
pioneers in the social

entrepreneurship program.

2
64 beneficiaries have

joined the
empowerment

workshops 

155 youths  have
attended the
tuition classes

online  

1

PROJECT TIMELINE: 1 June 2019- 30th May 2022

Sustainable Development Goal 11 

Community
Development

156 students
attended the

coding classes  
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To nurture aspiring social entrepreneurs
through the Sadguru Gnanananda
Fellowships

R.Jeeva  
Manish Rai  
Sheeba Sen  

Project Objective 

Beneficiary Group

MSDS’s mission is to create an ecosystem for social
entrepreneurship and accelerate social citizenry in

India

Manava Seva Dharma Samvardhani (MSDS)

1282/ 2720
beneficiaries in total
have been engaged
through the project 

PROJECT TIMELINE: 1 May 2019 - 1 May2022

Sustainable Development Goal 11 

Community
Development

Transgender rights
association (TRA) provided

free tailoring and
beautician  course for
about  50 Transgender

members.

321

4
TRA has created 13 self-help

groups in 6 months with 5
members in each group

5

7/13 groups received
loans amounting to Rs

100,000

6
30 Youths were

employed to manage
the forest planting

5300 trees were
planted in various

location in Uttarakhand
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 To implement a holistic development model for the rural
un-electrified communities of Meghalaya by providing them
with energy access and creating a community-owned
sustainability model around it. 

470 villagers to have access to electricity
23000 villagers will benefit from the solar-
powered primary health care centre. 

Project Objective 

Beneficiary Group

GHE wants to create a strong and deep-rooted
impact on the communities by implementing

solutions that can bridge the gap for the villagers
to achieve equitable growth. 

Global Himalayan Expedition (GHE)

4 5
Setup of Community

Ownership Model
(Village Electricty

Management) 

23,000
patients will benefit from the

Solar Powering Primary
Health Centre

2
Set up a solar powering
Primary Health Centre

420 villagers will
receive energy

access 

1

PROJECT TIMELINE: Mar 21' to Feb’22 

Sustainable Development Goal 11 

Community
Development

Setup of Solar Grid in 3
Villages
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To release women and girls from the burden of water
collecting, to bring freedom and empowerment.
To release children from the burden of water collecting
and improvement of health, to allow them to attend
school and receive an education.
To see life span increase.

A population of 2,000 people living in communities
where clean water is scarce

Project Objective 

Beneficiary Group

Through the Footprint project, wells around the
project site will be maintained with the revenue

from the harvest of the avocado and macadamia
nuts. 

Water For Africa (WFA) 

2
27 local people

have been
employed for the

project

40 acres of land
have been cleared
for the  planting of

the seedling

1

PROJECT TIMELINE: Mar 21' to Feb’22 

Sustainable Development Goal 11 

Community
Development

27 skilled beneficiaries
were produced through

the capacity building
activity in this process 

4
Number of girls

attending schools
regularly have

increased
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The project addresses the vulnerability of families and
children at risk and focuses on achieving progress in
education, a healthier and safer environment, and
financial stability.
.

500 Families from the Northern Province of Sri Lanka
(Post-conflict region) with a particular focus on

Female-Headed Households.
 

Project Objective 

Beneficiary Group

It is envisaged that through the awareness
campaigns,  the risks to child protection will be
considerably reduced hence, creating a safer

environment for the children.

LEADS

4
88 women

received benefits
from the self help

groups (SHG).

2
3 individual wells were

constructed

400 families have
been engaged

through
sensitisation
programmes.

1

PROJECT TIMELINE: April 19'- September 19' 

Sustainable Development Goal 11 

Community
Development

150 houses were
built 
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Actively promoting the rights of persons with
disability by the disability inclusion act 2014.

300+ children  
25-30 youths(VTC) 
650+ family /community members  
40+ Duty bearers  
40+ Rehabilitation staff /Volunteers 
25-30 Trained volunteers 

Project Objective 

Beneficiary Group

Serving and empowering women, children, youth,
persons with disabilities and other marginalized

groups within the society. 

Women Development Centre (WDC) 

25 rehabilitation
officers have been

trained and
deployed for home

visits 

4

2
2 youths were

supported to start self-
employments

9 youth with disability and
special needs have
successfully found

employment

1

PROJECT TIMELINE: Jan 19 ' to Dec 21' 

Sustainable Development Goal 11 

Community
Development

60 staff capacity
building trainings
were conducted 

30 children have
benefitted from

therapeutic
exercises.  

5
23 youths have
been receiving

rehabilitation via
online platform

6
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A total of 15 activities
were conducted 

342 staff in total 

Countries that took part 

Hong Kong,  
Philippines,  

Sri Lanka, Russia,  
Turkey - Dogan, UAE,  

Prana -Thailand

4

Each
department

collected
money 

Staff
contributed
resources
instead of

time 

2
311 staffs RM 44,150

Raised

1

Staff Social Responsibility (SSR) 

Corporate
Initiative 

Global SSR initiative
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Focuses on SDG goal 4 which
is education for all.  

23 education scholarships 

USD 2,000 was contributed
towards this cause  

4
Traditional ECO clean-up CSR
event was held in Almaty City

of Kazakhstan.

Trash
collected was

sent for
recycling

2
20 Independent
Representatives

and 6
Organisers

35 kg of trash
was collected
from project

site

1

Corporate Social Responsibility 

Corporate
Initiative 

5
The focus of the

project is on
SDG goal 11 

Turkey
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Vaccination drive for 
 residents residing in North

Grogol Village

Duration of the project:  2 days,
28 - 29 August  2021   

Astra Zeneca and Sinovac
type vaccines were given to
1480 out of 2045 residents
who had come forward to
receive the vaccines  

Covid Relief 

1,000 rice bags were
donated by Datin Sri
Umayal Eswaran to

B40 communities from
the People's Housing
Project Flats in Kuala

Lumpur, Penang,
Selangor & Pahang.

Indonesia

350 QI staff collected
RM 45K & channelled

it towards various
covid relief initiatives

such as food for
frontliners, ration
packs for the B40

Community,
Sanitation aid for the

Indigenous
community & many

other causes

21
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RYTHM Foundation’s SCP Partner
LEADS, SARVODAYA as well as CHA
(a local NGO) distributed the rations to

800 beneficiaries across the island

Lions Club Chennai came forward
requesting for Covid Relief medical

supplies 

Medical provisions were supplied to 
 Coimbatore, Erode and Salem in

Tamil Nadu.

Supplies were given to needy
hosiptals and nursing homes.  

3

4

In Mullai Thivu,
Kilinochi, Jaffna,
Colombo, Badulla,

Kalathura, Gampaha 

2
800

beneficiaries
across the

Island

Provided 1
month worth of

dry rations 

1

Covid Relief 

INDIA, TAMILNADU

Abhinavgram Society requested for
resources and medical equipment for the
tribal groups who were affected by the

increase in the infection rates.
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RYTHM Foundation donated 
- Rs 10 lakhs to the PARINAMA DEVELOPMENT

FOUNDATION & MANN DESHI FOUNDATION
- USD 100,000 was donated to GLOBALS (local

organisation) to set up temporary medical facilities

Ration packs were provided to
transgender groups living in Hyderabad

3

4

Some funds were channeled
towards providing a 300-
bed hospital for the poor

and marginalised
communities

 An ambulance  
was  provided

which   was
dedicated  to

serve the covid
patients. 

2

Medical
equipments

was also
provided

Rs. 10 lakhs was
provided to mitigate
Covid relief efforts 

1

Covid Relief 

INDIA, New Delhi, HYDERABAD & Banglore

Sanitation packs were given to daily wage earners
from the construction sites in New Delhi. 

27

100-bedded Covid relief hospital was established in
Bangalore. Medical consultation and services were

provided at no cost for the marginalised community. 
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Maharani Schools

As a start, the team is looking into moving MLL to a new
location (with easy accessibility to HQ) to provide innovative
skills and engagement in addition to the academic coaching
classes.

Programmes such as Coding, IoT, 3D Design &
Printing and STEM education will be introduced.

 

MAHARANI 

The Maharani Programme is a holistic
programme aiming to empower teenage girls

to achieve their full potential.

Maharani Classic Maharani Residential

MOVINGMOVINGMOVING      FORWARDFORWARDFORWARD

Academic Classes

Skills Training,
Indian Classical
dance, Computer
class, speech &
Drama 

Parent
Empowerment
Workshops

Motivation
Outreach
Programme

Footprint Mentoring
Programme

The Maharani
Residential
Programme aims to
empower girls from
residential homes to
be empowered and to
take control of their
lives.  The programme
will employ the
Maharani Training Kit.

Maharani School
programme working in
partnership with Pintar
Foundation aims to
expand the Maharani
Programme into
national schools, to
support young girls
into becoming holistic
individuals as they
venture into
adulthood. 

Given the current trend in the education and skill-building
landscape and in ensuring the beneficiaries of the Maharani
Programme are on par with these trends which are very
much inclined towards 21st-century learning skills and IR4.0,
RF is working towards evolving MLL to the next level. 
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Prepared
presentations on
various topics to
complement
teaching and
learning.
Prepared guidelines

for NEP goal setting
and report writing to
ensure uniformity
Write ups on
relevant topics
posted on the
website
Training program for
teachers 
Weekly reports sent
to parents using
standard templates  

TEACHERS

 

 TAARANATAARANA

PLANS 
MOVING

FORWARD
Propose to collapse
academic classes to

two levels and to
introduce another

level of pre-
vocational class

To increase
student numbers

to 25 

To create a
calming room
for students

To assemble life
skills rooms 

Restructured the
EIP Program –
individual sessions
Introduced Art
therapy and music
& movement
More emphasis on
living skills
(housekeeping,
gardening, cooking,
laundry)
Implemented online
one to one sessions 
Uniform –
standardized

STUDENTS
Attended 3
webinars organized
by Taarana
All communication
are only via email
as compared to
various modes
previously 
Better engagement
with teachers and
school admin.

PARENTS  

30
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3

5
Social

Entreprenuership

4
Women

Empowerment

Youth
Empowerment

2
Academic
support

Preschool
support

Youth Entrepreneurship Development
Programme 

Academic Support Programme
Beneficiaries: 46 children

 The focus for Phase 1 is on 2 thrusts:

      Beneficiaries: 12 youth

Conducting Two Thrusts: Youth
empowerment & Academic support

Introducing the other 3 thrust in
Phase 2 & Phase 3 of the project to

engage different layer of the
community.

Phase 1

Current
status

Moving
forward

The 5 Thrust

Three community villages in Kiulu district, Tuaran, Sabah
> Kg Ratau, Kg Talantang and Kg Lokub. 

 

1

 

COMMUNITYCOMMUNITYCOMMUNITY
ADOPTION PROGRAMADOPTION PROGRAMADOPTION PROGRAM

Background
Community Adoption Programme, Sabah, aims to uplift 3 village

communities in the Kiulu district Sabah with the focus on five
thrusts. RF is engaging Good Shepherd Services (GSS) as the

ground partner to carry out this programme.
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Current Status 

Jaguh RF aims to tackle some of the youth's possible
social issues through conducting character development
sessions concurrently with football training.

  JAGUH RFJAGUH RFJAGUH RF   

Background
Development programme aimed at boys in their early teens

from low-income families who are less academically inclined, to
excel through sports

The MoU partners (PJ city, My skills Foundation and MYPJ) has
been signed but the programme is on a temporary halt due to

the series of MCOs.

Objective

JAGUH RF's Framework

Academic Excellence by schools 

Sports Skills by PJ CITY 
 
 

Character Development by RF &
Partners 
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Aim

25 youths have undertaken the Electrical
Wiring Level 2 programme. The training was

provided by the in-house trainers from
MySkills who are certified by the Department

of Skills Development under the Ministry of
Human Resources.

Upon successful completion of the training,
these students were awarded MLVK (National
Skill Qualification Awarding body) certificates

with the same standard certification of the
National Youth Training Institute (IKBN). 

Received internship placement of
6 months ‘on-the-job’ training. 

25 students completed the final practical
and written examination.

Back
ground

Achieve
ment

I MADE A PACT TO CHANGE

Level 2 SKM Certificate in Electrical 
(technical and vocational training)

25 at-risk male youth

Kalumpang Campus, Hulu Selangor

IMPACTIMPACTIMPACT
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Aim

Apart from the programme for students,
MYKITA also conducts parenting
workshops related to child development in
education and social aspects.

To progress academically and to acquire
other livelihood skills

Adapted to online learning and
achieved good progress in academic
subjects. 

Achieve
ment

Providing academic, ICT, livelihood and character
development classes as well as parenting workshops
for the parents of the beneficiaries. 

RYTHM Foundation has joined hands with MyKita, a
Malaysian NGO in Kerling, Selangor to launch a unique
programme called Insaniah. This is a three-year
community transformation programme targeted at
deserving students aged 13-15 from low-income
families and disadvantaged backgrounds. This
programme has enabled students to develop
themselves through education and livelihood skills.

Kerling, Selangor

Bonus

INSANIAHINSANIAHINSANIAH
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Progress

In March 2021, about 40% of the students
were having difficulties in using other

languages except Tamil to communicate.
 

By October 2021, above 80% of the
students had improved in using other

languages (English and Malay) to
communicate and read.

Students adapted to online lessons
which contributed to their

progress consistently.

Achieve
ment

In partnership with
PERSATUAN PENJANA
IMPIAN GURU-GURU
MALAYSIA (PPIGM)

As part of the programme, RYTHM 
 Foundation also conducted teachers training

for Preschool Teachers.

RF works hand in hand with Persatuan
Penjana Impian Guru Malaysia (PPIGM) to

provide a salary grant for 15 B40 community
preschools. 

This programme aims to ensure these schools
are taken under the purview of the MOE by

the end of the programme so that the students
are provided with quality preschool education.

Selangor:
Kapar, Klang, Shah Alam, Puchong, Sg Buloh,
Bestari Jaya, Batu Caves, Rawang, Batu Arang

Perak:
Taiping, Sitiawan and Hutan Melintang

Initial
status

PRESCHOOL SUPPORTPRESCHOOL SUPPORTPRESCHOOL SUPPORT
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FOCUS
AREAS

Learning resources
Tertiary education initial fee
Health & sanitation aid
Textbook lending library
Food aid

SPONSORSHIP
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Autism Centre
Individual students
Indigenous Community
Stateless Children

BENEFICIARIES  in 2021
1.
2.
3.
4.

Selangor , Perak, Sabah

Plans Moving Forward

Schools                        Individual 
                                  Students

Organizations

Women
Empowerment

Youth
Enablement

GIFT OFGIFT OFGIFT OF
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Addr

ess
ing

  C
om

mu

nity
  Needs  During  the  Pandemic

 

 

POLICY PAPER

STRANDS

HEALTH            

ECONOMIC
STABILITY

EDUCATION
GENDER
BASED

VIOLENCE

STATELESS
CHILDREN

MENTAL 
HEALTH

6

Expected to be submitted to
relevant authorities by the end of

January 2022

VIRTUAL STAKEHOLDERVIRTUAL STAKEHOLDERVIRTUAL STAKEHOLDER   

1st Symposium
26th February 2021

 
2nd Symposium

26th & 27th August 2021
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 Moving forward in
 2022

 

Adopting a quality over
quantity approach

 

 

Moving toward 'Sustainability'
 

 

Increasing awareness on the
significance of social responsibility 
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"The future depends on what you do today"
- Mahatma Gandhi -


